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We, at Rinac, begin with seamless 
solutions for cold chain and modular 
construction. Soon, a relationship 
develops, empowered by our domain 
expertise, service excellence, and 
customising capabilities. As the bond 
deepens, you will discover that we 
invest in curiosity, innovation, and 
ingenuity; constantly questioning 
perfection, and leveraging our 
resources to nurture each 
relationship into a win-win 
proposition. What's more - warm, 
pro-active support is always just a 
call away through RinaCare, our 
dedicated relationship service group.

After 25 years of dominating the 
Indian market, offering a wide range 
of innovative and and sustainable 
solutions, Rinacis taking another 
gaint leap by partnering with Fujian 
Snowman Co. the world leader in 
refrigeration technology.
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SRM-TEC standard brine chillers with open-type screw compressor and brine 

chiller with RefComp Semi-hermetic screw compressor are of optimised design in 

line with advanced SRM-TEC screw technology. 

CWS Series Brine Chiller with open-type-Screw Compressor - Temerature -5oC 

to -40oC.

Pioneers in Screw Compressor Technology.

Patented design supports other Screw Chiller manufacturers.

10% - 100% stepless capacity regulation.

Selectable Vi (Volumetric Index) - High efficiency operation under various conditions.

Rotor manufactured with quality forged steel for low temperature application.

Precise and high wear-resistant roller bearing with a design  life of 100,000hrs.

Innovative shaft seal structure for high sealing and wear-resistant performance, 

applicable to speeds up to 10,000rpm;

High-strength housing design using nodular cast iron, with working pressure up to 2.8 

Mpa. Special temperature resistant casting guarantees a steady operation under low 

temperature conditions.

International Advanced Compressor

RefComp semi-hermetic screw compressors with motor and screws in the same shell structure avoids shaft seal leakage problem.

Refrigerant cooled motors of customized material, compatible for a variety of refrigerants.

Motor protection module to prevent motor burning.

Multiple bearings paired to avoid the rotor axial/radial wear with low noise designed to last up to 80,000 hours.

Control solenoid valves of step/stepless refrigerant capacity regulation to suit different load conditions.

CWS Series Brine Chiller with Open-type
Screw Compressor. Temperature -5

o
C to -40

o
C

CWS Series Brine Chiller with Semi-Hermetic
Screw Compressor-Temperature -5oC to -30oC 

Brine Chillers 


